The third wave of blockchain development: the era of Metaverse + NFT + GameFi
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The digital currency era represented by
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issuance of digital assets represented
by ETH

In the era of Metaverse + NFT + GameFi

From January 2009 to August 2017, the
currency value increased from 0 to 71 billion US
dollars, and the future Bitcoin value will exceed
one trillion US dollars.

From January 2013 to August 2017, it
increased from less than 100 million US dollars
to 80 billion US dollars, and the digital assets
registered and issued through the blockchain

The scale of DeFi locked assets has increased
from 250 million to about 13 billion US dollars. In
June 2021, representatives of NFT+ games AXIE
infinity, My neighbor Alice, etc., of which Axie's
daily transaction volume exceeded 20 million US
dollars.

in the future will exceed one trillion US dollars.
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According to DappRaddar, the activity of web3.0 users is still hitting new highs, which is the trend of the current era!

The biggest problem with ETC is that it is not compatible with ETH hard forks, which are used by many
big players in the Ethereum community. As a result, users of ETC will not be able to enjoy updates built
on ETH, such as Ethereum’s move from proof-of-work to proof-of-stake.

ETC cannot meet the needs of users in terms of security and scalability. And in the web3.0 metaverse
era, the ecology cannot keep up with the innovation of the times, and changers are needed to promote
the development of ETC.

Ethereum Royalty, or ETR for short, aims to create a civilian-level digital financial payment
public chain, hoping that everyone can participate in it with a low threshold, so that value can
flow freely around the world. At the same time, ETR will also use games as an entry point to
create a virtual life blockchain game based on NFT + metaverse, making the link between reality
and virtuality more efficient, and enriching the circulation of value.

As the strongest forked public chain ecology of ETC, ETR can be mapped into ETR through
ETC.

The birth of ETR is to solve the "difficult and miscellaneous diseases" such as the security,
ecology, and scalability of ETC Ethereum Classic. At the same time, in order to promote
the belief and consensus, future and value of ETC Ethereum Classic, ETR allows more
blockchain players to understand and agree with the value of ETC Ethereum Classic. And
bring ETC users into the next generation era - the web3.0 metaverse world, and participate
in the development and rights of the web3.0 metaverse. The change was forced to become
the identity image of the "backward classical" public chain.

ETR purchase will be subject to 10% tax, which will be used for
market rewards. The distribution is as follows:
1st Generation Promotion Rewards: 2%
2nd Generation Promotion Rewards: 1.4%
3rd -8th Generation Promotion Rewards：3.6%
LP dividend：3%

ETR Promise Destruction Mode
ETR's innovative infinite destruction model realizes the law of rising value. ETR
destroys 0.1% of the total amount every day, with a continuous deflation model, and

the value increases endlessly!
Assuming 210 million pieces, 210,000 pieces are automatically destroyed every day,
and the infinite destruction will ensure the infinite deflationary rise of ETR tokens.

Create a sustainable business model
Adding ETR tokens to the liquidity pool can avoid burning, allowing the liquidity pool
to continuously obtain new funds.

Based on ETC's global users, ETR attracts a large number of fans around the world in a very short period of time,
establishes ETC's largest ecological fan community in the world, and promotes the rapid development of community
members, creating a new closed loop of blockchain digital ecology. ETR will focus on the following points in community
development:

01 Enrich the ecological construction of community members
ETR gathers the ETC global community, and through ETC mapping ETR, ETC global users will participate in the ETR
ecological construction. At the same time, users of world-renowned exchanges will be airdropped to ETR tokens.

02 Expand revenue channels for community members
ETR will create more income channels such as investment income, game income, and value-added income, promote
sustainable innovation and development of community members, and support team building with various policies.

03 All in one, unique in the industry
ETR gathers the strength of global community members and ETC global users, unites all the people, integrates resources,
joins forces, mutual benefit, win-win development, and jointly builds the ETR community.
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ETR adheres to the concept of in-depth application of the NFT + metaverse concept to the ecology. With the support of the core ecology such as
the NFT game system, the metaverse game concept and the ETR exchange, ETR will open a new era of value Internet. ETR benefits from the
advantages of continuous development and innovation of technology, extensive commercial applications, and refined governance. The main
advantages of its commercial value are:
Technology

：Industry-leading breakthrough technology

Industry Resources

：The ETR team perfectly brings together veterans with many years of practical operation experience and deep insights
into industry development, and will work with top leaders in the target industry. The company signed a strategic
cooperation agreement.

Business Governance

：ETR has a clear and clear strategic plan for the target industry, and continues to empower free, fair and high-value
ecological prosperity in the form of an autonomous community

Fund Management

：The fund management of ETR will be under the leadership of the ETR Ecological Development Foundation, strictly
abide by the principles of fairness, impartiality and openness, and take the development of ETR as the primary purpose.

Expansion Capacity

：The target industry of ETR is the trillion-level comprehensive commercial market.

Digital Payer
ETR tokens have lower payment fees, ETR does not belong to any institution, and the payment cost is lower.

ETR Wallet
ETR creates a new generation of wallet application functions to provide users with simple, fast, safe and efficient exchange
and transaction services.

Metaverse Chain Tour
Shaping the next generation of chain games based on blockchain + NFT + metaverse, innovative game mechanics and rich
rewards, players can get high returns brought by chain games.

NFT Trading Platform
ETR NFT is integrated into ETR social media, focusing on NFT issuance and trading to meet the growing needs of the crypto
community.

Decentralize Trading Platform
ETR is a decentralized trading platform that does not store user funds and personal data on servers, but only serves as an
infrastructure to match buyers and sellers who wish to trade digital assets.

After ETR is upgraded based on the fork of
the ETC network, it has created a project

Low Handling Fee

Secure Transaction

Privacy Enhance

On-chain Autonomy Solutions

Smart Contract

Rich Ecological Application Scenarios

that meets the emotional demands of the
current era. From the content to the bottom
layer of the contract, it has built a good
ecological closed loop of the project that
can grow. The final purpose of the project is
unified with the needs of the times.

Headquartered in the United States, ETR Foundation will act as an independent legal entity and be
solely responsible for the development and construction, team organization, development, promotion
and operation of ETR projects. All the funds raised will be used for technical development, marketing,
community building, financial audit, business cooperation and other purposes closely related to the

development of the ETR project. The Foundation is an independent institution whose main
responsibilities include:
01 The development direction, regulatory goals, research goals and development goals of ETR;
02 External supervision of the construction of the ETR in accordance with these Rules;
03 Support ETR's R&D, development and select important partners;

04 Responsible for the development and motivation of the development team and related
personnel, participation in rules, legal affairs and compliance supervision.
05 ETR Foundation members serve as initial members of the executive team.

ETR's investment institutions and partners include

Arrington XRP Capital, Polychain Capital, Galaxy Digital,
Bloccelerate VC, New Form Capital and many other
well-known crypto investment institutions.
They will give ETR support in project development,
professional guidance, incubation support, and
marketing. Make sure to overcome development,
networking and marketing challenges for ETR projects;
resolve any ETR related issues with crowdfunding,
institutional private placements, ETR ICOs, etc.

In the future, ETR will continue to develop steadily, truly achieve the application of scenarios, and achieve ecological
diversity and win-win results. Its development route is planned as follows:

